
 
DAILY LESSON PLAN 

Date: 10/31/2016 
 Teacher: Schwartz, Alicia Course: AP Chemistry  Period(s): 1-2 Block 
 

 Day: Monday 
Daily 

Learning 
Goal(s): 

 Students will be able to utilize the various gas laws to solve for unknowns. 

Activities: 
  Notes on Gas Laws: Ideal, Combined, Boyle’s, Charles’, Gay Lusaac’s, Avogadro’s, Dalton’s Law 
of Partial Pressures 
 Gas Law Units discussion- Why certain units? How to convert to said units. 
 Partial Pressure Expansion Discussion 

Classwork / 
Homework 

Gas Law questions from Green book pg. 167-169 #1-24 

Standards or 
Frameworks: 

  LO 1.3 SWBAT select & apply math relationships to mass data in order to justify a claim regarding the identity/estimated purity of a substance. (5.5-7) 
LO 1.4 SWBAT connect the number of particles, moles, mass, and volume of substances to one another, both qualitatively and quantitatively. (5.2-3) 
LO 1.11 SWBAT analyze data, based on periodicity & properties of binary compounds, to identify patterns and generate hypotheses related to the molecular 
design of compounds for which data are not supplied. (10.1) 
LO 1.16 SWBAT design/ interpret experimental results regarding the absorption of light to determine concentrations of absorbing species in solutions. (11.1) 
LO 2.1 Students can predict substances’ properties based on their chemical formulas, & provide explanations based on particle views. (10.1-8) 
LO 2.3 SWBAT use aspects of particular models (i.e. particle spacing, motion, & forces of attraction) to reason about observed differences between solid & 
liquid phases & among solid & liquid materials. (10.1-7) 
LO 2.4 SWBAT use KMT & IMF concepts to make predictions about macroscopic properties of gases, including both ideal & nonideal behavior. (5.1-3,6) 
LO 2.5 SWBAT refine multiple representations of a sample of matter in the gas phase to accurately represent the effect of changes in macroscopic properties 
on the sample. (5.3) 
LO 2.6 SWBAT apply mathematical relationships or estimation to determine macroscopic variables for ideal gases. (5.1-5) 
LO 2.8 SWBAT draw and/or interpret representations of solutions that show the interactions between the solute and solvent. (11.1) 
LO 2.9 SWBAT create or interpret representations that link the concept of molarity with particle views of solutions. (11.2) 
LO 2.11 SWBAT explain trends in properties/predict properties of samples consisting of particles w/o permanent dipoles in terms of dispersion forces.(10.1) 
LO 2.12 SWBAT qualitatively analyze data regarding real gases to identify deviations from ideal behavior and relate these to molecular interactions. (5.8) 
LO 2.13 SWBAT describe the relationships between the structural features of polar molecules and the forces of attraction between the particles. (10.1) 
LO 2.14 SWBAT apply Coulomb’s Law qualitatively (including using representations) to describe the interactions of ions, and the attractions between ions 
and solvents to explain the factors that contribute to the solubility of ionic compounds. (11.2) 
LO 2.15 SWBAT explain observations regarding the solubility of ionic solids & molecules in water & other solvents on the basis of particle views incl. 
intermolecular interactions & entropic effects. (5.8-9, 11.2-3) 
LO 2.16 SWBAT explain properties (phase, vapor pressure, viscosity, etc.) of molecular cmpds. in terms of strengths & types of IMF’s. (10.1-7) 
LO 2.18 SWBAT rank and justify the ranking of bond polarity on the basis of the locations of the bonded atoms in the periodic table. (8.2-3) 
LO 2.19 SWBAT create visual representations of ionic substances that connect the microscopic structure to macroscopic properties/ use representations to 
connect the microscopic structure to macroscopic properties (e.g. boiling point, solubility, hardness, brittleness, low volatility, lack of malleability, ductility, 
or conductivity). (10.3-4,8) 
LO 2.20 SWBAT explain how a bonding model involving delocalized electrons is consistent with macroscopic properties of metal (e.g. conductivity, 
malleability, ductility, and low volatility) and the shell model of the atom. (10.4) 
LO 2.21 SWBAT use Lewis diagrams & VSEPR to predict the geometry of molecules, identify hybridization, and make predictions about polarity. (8.10-13) 
LO 2.22 SWBAT design or evaluate a plan to collect/ interpret data needed to deduce the type of bonding in a sample of a solid. (10.3-7) 
LO 2.24 SWBAT explain representations connecting properties of an ionic solid to its structural attributes & to interactions present at the atomic level. (10.7) 
LO 2.25 SWBAT compare the properties of metal alloys with their constituent elements to determine if an alloy has formed, identify the type of alloy formed, 
and explain the differences in properties using particulate level reasoning. (10.4) 
LO 2.26 Students can use the electron sea model of metallic bonding to predict or make claims about the macroscopic properties of metals or alloys. (10.4) 
LO 2.27 SWBAT create a representation of a metallic solid that shows essential characteristics of the structure & interactions present in the substance. (10.4) 
LO 2.28 SWBAT explain representations connecting metallic solid properties to their structural attributes & to interactions present at the atomic level. (10.4) 
LO 2.29 SWBAT create a representation of a covalent solid showing essential characteristics of the structure and interactions present in the substance. (10.5) 
LO 2.30 SWBAT explain representations connecting covalent solid properties to their structural attributes & to atomic level interactions. (10.5) 
LO 2.31 SWBAT create a representation of a molecular solid showing essential characteristics of the substance’s structure & interactions. (10.3,6) 
LO 2.32 SWBAT explain representations connecting a network solid’s properties to its structure attributes & to the atomic level interactions present. (10.6) 
LO 3.4 SWBAT relate quantities (measured mass of substances, volumes of solutions, volumes & pressures of gases) to identify stoichiometric relationships 
for rxns, including situations w/ limiting reactants & where rxns haven’t gone to completion. (5.4) 
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Standards or 
Frameworks: 

LO 5.2: SWBAT relate temperature to the motions of particles, either via particulate representations, such as drawings of particles with arrows indicating 
velocities, and/or via representations of average kinetic energy and distribution of kinetic energies of the particles, such as plots of the Maxwell-Boltzmann 
distribution. (5.6)  
LO 5.6 SWBAT use calculations/ estimations to relate energy changes associated w/ heating/cooling substances to heat capacity, relate energy changes 
associated w/ phase transitions to enthalpy of fusion/vaporization / changes associated w/ chemical rxns to enthalpy of the rxn, & relate energy changes to 
PΔV work. (10.8) 
LO 5.9 SWBAT make claims/ predictions regarding relative magnitudes of forces acting w/in collections of interacting molecules based on distributions of 
electrons w/in molecules & types of IMF’s through which the molecules interact. (10.1-7) 
LO 5.10 SWBAT support the claim about whether a process is a chemical or physical change (or may be classified as both) based on whether the process 
involves changes in intramolecular versus intermolecular interactions. (10.8, 11.2) 
LO 5.11 SWBAT identify the noncovalent interactions within and between large molecules, and/or connect the shape and function of the large molecule to 
the presence and magnitude of these interactions. (10.1)  
LO 6.24 SWBAT analyze the enthalpic & entropic changes associated with a salt’s dissolution, using particulate level interactions & representations. (11.2) 


